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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
PLANT ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which two departments are closely related to each other?     [ ] 

a) Production and maintenance b) Quality control and maintenance 
c)   Production and stores  d) Quality control and safety 

 
2.  The wear-in period which occurs during initial working period, experiences lot of maintenance 

problems is also called          [ ] 
 a) genetic problem     b) Teething problem        c) chronicle problem   d) temporary problem 

 
3.  The optimum order quantity is determined by the tradeoff between     [ ] 

 a)  carrying and order costs      b) carrying and capital costs 
 c) discount savings and capital costs     d) Carrying and discount savings 

 
4.  For a fixed yearly demand of certain material, the economic order quantity in inventory  control 

gives minimum ___________ per year       [ ] 
 a) inventory cost b) acquisition cost c) total cost d) number of orders 
 
5.   Corrective maintenance includes         [ ] 

a) fail repair     b) rebuild     c) Salvage      d) Rebuild, fail repair and salvage  
 
6.   In ABC inventory control technique, maximum attention is given to those items which are [ ] 
 a) surplus b) more in demand c) High Consumption value d) perishable in nature 
  
7.  Which is not true in the context of codification of materials?    [ ] 
 a) done on the basis of source of purchase, nature of item and its use 
 b) help in reducing the number of items 
 c) increases the clerical work and involves financial loss d) helps in maintenance of accurate records 
  
8.    ___________ authorizes and directs a group to perform task     [ ] 

a) maintenance order    b)work order  
c) material control    d) maintenance order and material control 

 
9.   ABC method of inventory control should be adopted by an industry requiring different types of 

indirect materials which vary widely in their ___________ per unit.   [ ] 
 a) area  b) volume c) weight d) price 
 
10.  A diagram showing the path followed by men and materials while performing a task is known as  
             [ ] 
 a) string diagram b) flow process chart  c) travel chart  d) flow diagram 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  ____________ is necessary to avoid major breakdowns. 
 
12.  The support equipments required in maintenance are _____________ 
 
13.  Spare parts lists will be comprehensive for complex equipment with section wise details along with 

_________________ numbers. 
 
14.   ______________ maintenance program reduces overall maintenance cost.  
 
15.  The type of task required to repair and maintenance of fire fighting system is ______________ 
 
16.  The details such as specifications, drawings, manuals issued are given in _____________ order. 
 
17.  Reliability can be expressed as the probability between _______________ 
 
18.  Loan for the purchase of a car is a ______________ benefit. 
 
19.  In ABC analysis ______________ class of elements are generally large in number. 
 
20.  Managers salary corresponds to ______________ cost for a factory. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  For a fixed yearly demand of certain material, the economic order quantity in inventory  control 

gives minimum ___________ per year       [ ] 
 a) inventory cost b) acquisition cost c) total cost d) number of orders 
 
2.   Corrective maintenance includes         [ ] 

a) fail repair     b) rebuild     c) Salvage      d) Rebuild, fail repair and salvage  
 
3.   In ABC inventory control technique, maximum attention is given to those items which are [ ] 
 a) surplus b) more in demand c) High Consumption value d) perishable in nature 
  
4.  Which is not true in the context of codification of materials?    [ ] 
 a) done on the basis of source of purchase, nature of item and its use 
 b) help in reducing the number of items 
 c) increases the clerical work and involves financial loss d) helps in maintenance of accurate records 
  
5.    ___________ authorizes and directs a group to perform task     [ ] 

a) maintenance order    b)work order  
c) material control    d) maintenance order and material control 

 
6.   ABC method of inventory control should be adopted by an industry requiring different types of 

indirect materials which vary widely in their ___________ per unit.   [ ] 
 a) area  b) volume c) weight d) price 
 
7.  A diagram showing the path followed by men and materials while performing a task is known as  
             [ ] 
 a) string diagram b) flow process chart  c) travel chart  d) flow diagram 
 
8. Which two departments are closely related to each other?     [ ] 

a) Production and maintenance b) Quality control and maintenance 
c)   Production and stores  d) Quality control and safety 

 
9.  The wear-in period which occurs during initial working period, experiences lot of maintenance 

problems is also called          [ ] 
 a) genetic problem     b) Teething problem        c) chronicle problem   d) temporary problem 

 
10.  The optimum order quantity is determined by the tradeoff between     [ ] 

 a)  carrying and order costs      b) carrying and capital costs 
 c) discount savings and capital costs     d) Carrying and discount savings 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.   ______________ maintenance program reduces overall maintenance cost.  
 
12.  The type of task required to repair and maintenance of fire fighting system is ______________ 
 
13.  The details such as specifications, drawings, manuals issued are given in _____________ order. 
 
14.  Reliability can be expressed as the probability between _______________ 
 
15.  Loan for the purchase of a car is a ______________ benefit. 
 
16.  In ABC analysis ______________ class of elements are generally large in number. 
 
17.  Managers salary corresponds to ______________ cost for a factory. 
 
18.  ____________ is necessary to avoid major breakdowns. 
 
19.  The support equipments required in maintenance are _____________ 
 
20.  Spare parts lists will be comprehensive for complex equipment with section wise details along with 

_________________ numbers. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   In ABC inventory control technique, maximum attention is given to those items which are [ ] 
 a) surplus b) more in demand c) High Consumption value d) perishable in nature 
  
2.  Which is not true in the context of codification of materials?    [ ] 
 a) done on the basis of source of purchase, nature of item and its use 
 b) help in reducing the number of items 
 c) increases the clerical work and involves financial loss d) helps in maintenance of accurate records 
  
3.    ___________ authorizes and directs a group to perform task     [ ] 

a) maintenance order    b)work order  
c) material control    d) maintenance order and material control 

 
4.   ABC method of inventory control should be adopted by an industry requiring different types of 

indirect materials which vary widely in their ___________ per unit.   [ ] 
 a) area  b) volume c) weight d) price 
 
5.  A diagram showing the path followed by men and materials while performing a task is known as  
             [ ] 
 a) string diagram b) flow process chart  c) travel chart  d) flow diagram 
 
6. Which two departments are closely related to each other?     [ ] 

a) Production and maintenance b) Quality control and maintenance 
c)   Production and stores  d) Quality control and safety 

 
7.  The wear-in period which occurs during initial working period, experiences lot of maintenance 

problems is also called          [ ] 
 a) genetic problem     b) Teething problem        c) chronicle problem   d) temporary problem 

 
8.  The optimum order quantity is determined by the tradeoff between     [ ] 

 a)  carrying and order costs      b) carrying and capital costs 
 c) discount savings and capital costs     d) Carrying and discount savings 

 
9.  For a fixed yearly demand of certain material, the economic order quantity in inventory  control 

gives minimum ___________ per year       [ ] 
 a) inventory cost b) acquisition cost c) total cost d) number of orders 
 
10.   Corrective maintenance includes         [ ] 

a) fail repair     b) rebuild     c) Salvage      d) Rebuild, fail repair and salvage  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  The details such as specifications, drawings, manuals issued are given in _____________ order. 
 
12.  Reliability can be expressed as the probability between _______________ 
 
13.  Loan for the purchase of a car is a ______________ benefit. 
 
14.  In ABC analysis ______________ class of elements are generally large in number. 
 
15.  Managers salary corresponds to ______________ cost for a factory. 
 
16.  ____________ is necessary to avoid major breakdowns. 
 
17.  The support equipments required in maintenance are _____________ 
 
18.  Spare parts lists will be comprehensive for complex equipment with section wise details along with 

_________________ numbers. 
 
19.   ______________ maintenance program reduces overall maintenance cost.  
 
20.  The type of task required to repair and maintenance of fire fighting system is ______________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.    ___________ authorizes and directs a group to perform task     [ ] 

a) maintenance order    b)work order  
c) material control    d) maintenance order and material control 

 
2.   ABC method of inventory control should be adopted by an industry requiring different types of 

indirect materials which vary widely in their ___________ per unit.   [ ] 
 a) area  b) volume c) weight d) price 
 
3.  A diagram showing the path followed by men and materials while performing a task is known as  
             [ ] 
 a) string diagram b) flow process chart  c) travel chart  d) flow diagram 
 
4. Which two departments are closely related to each other?     [ ] 

a) Production and maintenance b) Quality control and maintenance 
c)   Production and stores  d) Quality control and safety 

 
5.  The wear-in period which occurs during initial working period, experiences lot of maintenance 

problems is also called          [ ] 
 a) genetic problem     b) Teething problem        c) chronicle problem   d) temporary problem 

 
6.  The optimum order quantity is determined by the tradeoff between     [ ] 

 a)  carrying and order costs      b) carrying and capital costs 
 c) discount savings and capital costs     d) Carrying and discount savings 

 
7.  For a fixed yearly demand of certain material, the economic order quantity in inventory  control 

gives minimum ___________ per year       [ ] 
 a) inventory cost b) acquisition cost c) total cost d) number of orders 
 
8.   Corrective maintenance includes         [ ] 

a) fail repair     b) rebuild     c) Salvage      d) Rebuild, fail repair and salvage  
 
9.   In ABC inventory control technique, maximum attention is given to those items which are [ ] 
 a) surplus b) more in demand c) High Consumption value d) perishable in nature 
  
10.  Which is not true in the context of codification of materials?    [ ] 
 a) done on the basis of source of purchase, nature of item and its use 
 b) help in reducing the number of items 
 c) increases the clerical work and involves financial loss d) helps in maintenance of accurate records 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Loan for the purchase of a car is a ______________ benefit. 
 
12.  In ABC analysis ______________ class of elements are generally large in number. 
 
13.  Managers salary corresponds to ______________ cost for a factory. 
 
14.  ____________ is necessary to avoid major breakdowns. 
 
15.  The support equipments required in maintenance are _____________ 
 
16.  Spare parts lists will be comprehensive for complex equipment with section wise details along with 

_________________ numbers. 
 
17.   ______________ maintenance program reduces overall maintenance cost.  
 
18.  The type of task required to repair and maintenance of fire fighting system is ______________ 
 
19.  The details such as specifications, drawings, manuals issued are given in _____________ order. 
 
20.  Reliability can be expressed as the probability between _______________ 
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